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QUESTION 1

You have Azure virtual machines in three Azure regions. 

Each virtual machine has a public IP address assigned to its network interface. An application named App1 is installed
in each virtual machine. 

You plan to implement Azure Front Door-based load balancing across all the virtual machines. 

You need to ensure that App1 on the virtual machines will only accept traffic routed from Azure Front Door. 

What should you implement? 

A. Azure Private Link 

B. Service endpoints 

C. Network security groups (NSGs) with service tags 

D. Network security groups (NSGs) with application security groups 

Correct Answer: C 

Correct Answer(s): 

Network security groups (NSGs) with service tags - To lock down your application to accept traffic only from your
specific Front Door, you will need to set up IP ACLs for your backend and then restrict the traffic on your backend to the
specific 

value of the header \\'X-Azure-FDID\\' sent by Front Door. These steps are detailed out as below: 

Configure IP ACLing for your backends to accept traffic from Azure Front Door\\'s backend IP address space and
Azure\\'s infrastructure services only. 

The above step basically means configure NSGs with service tags. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/frontdoor/front-door-faq 

Wrong Answers: 

Azure Private Link - Azure Private Link enables you to access Azure PaaS Services over a private endpoint in your 

virtual network. 

Service endpoints - Service endpoint provides secure and direct connectivity to Azure services over an optimized route
over the Azure backbone network. It does not restrict traffic. 

Network security groups (NSGs) with application security groups - ASG\\'s allow you to group virtual machines and
define network security policies based on those groups. You must also use service tag AzureFrontDoor.Backend in the
network 

security groupsto restrict the traffic. 
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QUESTION 2

You have an application deployed in to two Azure app services as shown below. 

You need to control the threshold for failing over the front end to the standby region. What should you configure? 

A. An application Insights availability test 

B. Azure SQL Database failover groups 

C. Connection Monitor in Azure Network Watcher 

D. Endpoint monitor settings in Traffic Manager 

Correct Answer: D 

Correct Answer(s): 

Endpoint monitor settings in Traffic Manager - You need to configure endpoint monitoring settings Tolerated number of
failures - This value specifies how many failures a Traffic Manager probing agent tolerates before marking that endpoint 

as unhealthy. Its value can range between 0 and 9. A value of 0 means a single monitoring failure can cause that
endpoint to be marked as unhealthy. If no value is specified, it uses the default value of 3. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/traffic-manager/traffic-manager-monitoring 

Wrong Answers: 

An application Insights availability test - This is a simple test through the portal to validate whether an endpoint is
responding, and measure performance associated with that response. 
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Azure SQL Database failover groups - The requirement is front-end failover. 

Connection Monitor in Azure Network Watcher - Connection Monitor provides unified end-to-end connection monitoring
in Azure Network Watcher. For example, your front-end web server VM communicates with a database server VM in a 

multi-tier application. You want to check network connectivity between the two VMs. 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a hub-and-spoke topology. The topology includes multiple on-premises locations that connect to a hub virtual
network in Azure via ExpressRoute circuits. 

You have an Azure Application Gateway named GW1 that provides a single point of ingress from the internet. 

You plan to migrate the hub-and-spoke topology to Azure Virtual WAN. 

You need to identify which changes must be applied to the existing topology. The solution must ensure that you
maintain a single point of ingress from the internet. 

Which three changes should you include in the solution? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Add user-defined routes. 

B. Add virtual network peerings. 

C. Replace the user-defined routes used by the current topology. 

D. Create virtual network connections. 

E. Remove the existing virtual network peerings. 

F. Redeploy GW1. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Transition connectivity to virtual WAN hub: 

Step 1. (E) Delete the existing peering connections from Spoke virtual networks to the old customer-managed hub.
Access to applications in spoke virtual networks is unavailable until steps 1-3 are complete. 

Step 2. (D) Connect the spoke virtual networks to the Virtual WAN hub via VNet connections. 

Step 3. (C) Remove any user-defined routes (UDR) previously used within spoke virtual networks for spoke-to-spoke
communications. This path is now enabled by dynamic routing available within the Virtual WAN hub. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-wan/migrate-from-hub-spoke-topology 

 

QUESTION 4
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HOTSPOT 

You have the Azure App Service app shown in the App Service exhibit. 

The VNet Integration settings for as12 are configured as shown in the Vnet Integration exhibit. The Private Endpoint
connections settings for as12 are configured as shown in the Private Endpoint connections exhibit. 
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For each of the following statements, select Yes of the statement is true. Otherwise, select No. NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Yes 

The integration subnet can be used by only one App Service plan. 

Box 2: No 
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No Private Endpoint connections defined. 

When regional virtual network integration is enabled, your app makes outbound calls through your virtual network. The
outbound addresses that are listed in the app properties portal are the addresses still used by your app. However, if
your 

outbound call is to a virtual machine or private endpoint in the integration virtual network or peered virtual network, the
outbound address will be an address from the integration subnet. 

Box 3: Yes 

Apps in App Service are hosted on worker roles. Regional virtual network integration works by mounting virtual
interfaces to the worker roles with addresses in the delegated subnet. Because the from address is in your virtual
network, it can 

access most things in or through your virtual network like a VM in your virtual network would. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/overview-vnet-integration 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have two Azure virtual networks named Vnet1 and Vnet2. 

You have a Windows 10 device named Client1 that connects to Vnet1 by using a Point-to- Site (P2S) IKEv2 VPN. 

You implement virtual network peering between Vnet1 and Vnet2. Vnet1 allows gateway transit. Vnet2 can use the
remote gateway. 

You discover that Client1 cannot communicate with Vnet2. 

You need to ensure that Client1 can communicate with Vnet2. 

Solution: You reset the gateway of Vnet1. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

The VPN client must be downloaded again if any changes are made to VNet peering or the network topology. 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-about-point-to-site-routing 
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